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Backdrop … Purpose of the 5 lectures?

Becoming an Innovator

Agenda for the 5 Days
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Putting Innovation in the context of the Modern Civilization
Demystifying Innovation: Unlocking the Power within you
Nurturing Genuine Problem-Solving Skills: The 3 Vectors?
Becoming an Innovator: Opportunities abound?
Practicing Innovation: Being in the flow as an active player
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Homework 1
Anatomy of Innovation: Choose the most important three innovations (e.g. iPod, internet, light bulb,
plastics, steam engine and paper) preferably any In India you are familiar with that you think have affected
your life and then analyze how the different factors in interaction with each other enabled those innovations.

Anatomy of Innovation
Fission

Event m

Event 1

How?

Innovation Fission
Event 1 leads to a
next series of
products/services?

Trigger event

Next series of events?
Which in turn lead to
new Applications

Event i
Please discuss (at least one paragraph for each of the points);: (i) The Trigger event? (ii) How
that event has played out ? (iii) How did the other events occur leading the influence of an
innovation on society?
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Innovation: Essential Requirements
The Two Critical Vectors
Frontier Knowledge

Intensity

Scope of value
creation?

State of
Consciousness



Degree
boldness?

Status Quo
Ordinary



Courage

Multiple initiatives together
help individuals/organizations
develop Innovation culture

Extra-ordinary

Source: Partha S Ghosh Innovation Framework
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The essential beliefs of Partha S Ghosh……


2

Everyone has the traits of an innovator
These traits manifest in different ways

3

It is a continuous process of alignment

4

Effective innovators are great listeners/sharp observers

5

Great innovators enjoy solving problems
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Agenda Session 2
Demystifying Innovation: Unlocking the Power within
you
1. In the beginning is desire
2. Alchemy of Innovation (often triggered by simple questions)
3. The power within you? – Uncovering it?
4. Finding your meaning in society through power of selfexpression
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Agenda Session 2
Demystifying Innovation: Unlocking the Power within
you
1. In the beginning is desire
2. Alchemy of Innovation (often triggered by simple questions)
3. The power within you? – Uncovering it?
4. Finding your meaning in society through power of selfexpression
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S Curves

Different factors play different roles on the innovation curve
Higher level
purpose

Anatomy of Innovation

Strategy
discussions

Degree of
development

Continuous
Learning
Guiding
solutions
Access to
mentors
Individual’s reach to
Access to
support mechanisms
resources
Access to
Knowledge
Individual AttitudeTenacity to
Experiment
F (secondary education)
Missionary
Zeal
An individual’s desire &
Problem solving
culture
attitude
Ability to
sense issues
Observation
Intense
Power
Curiosity

Openness to new ideas to
criticism

Balanced
relationships

Programs to develop
goodwill/brands

The Boston Pledge
Mentoring

Time/ Resource commitment
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Beginning of Apple.. two friends.. enjoying to make a point
The first product

Experimenting to combine an electric typewriter
with TV Tube… to make a statement

The first prototype

© Partha S Ghosh
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Lessons form Steve Job’s Journey

Apple I (1976) - First product was
a computer for hobbyists &
engineers.

Jobs’ Last Product
iPhone 5-The final Apple product designed
by Steve Jobs .

© Partha S Ghosh
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Steve Jobs

Lessons from Steve Jobs life
Clear Vision (Stabilizer)
Unwavering determination & focus to
execute that vision (Face adversity with
grace)
Passion for designing Simple and Top Notch Products (Zen spirit)
Don’t settle for status-quo – always
think creatively to design new products
(Continuous search)

Ø Represented the Intersection of
creativity and technology.
Ø Simplified the User experience
Ø Put Products Before Profits
Ø Bend Reality
Ø Pushed for Perfection
Ø Combined the Arts with Science

Persistence(stamina)
Succession Planning (Followership:
Tim Cook)
http://www.macobserver.com/tmo/article/walter_isaacson_reveals_14_leadership_lesso
ns_from_steve_jobs
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Konosuke Matsushita: Humble beginning ..always committed
to bigger purpose
Degree of Influence

Regardless of not
completing education,
moved up quickly and
developed a new light
socket. Did not get great
feedback initially but
decided to take challenge of
manufacturing himself

In the Great Depression sales fell. Did
not fire employees but converted
factory workers into additional sales
people. Workers responded while
others struggled, he gained influence
by treating employees as family
members

Former President and
Founder Matsushita

19
13
19
15
19
17
19
19
19
21
19
23
19
25
19
27
19
29
19
31
19
33
19
35
19
37
19
39
19
41
19
43
19
45
19
47
19
49
19
51
19
53
19
55
19
57
19
59

At a young age family lost
its fortunes because of bad
investment decisions

Eventually found traction with light
sockets and bicycle lamps, identified that
a new product had to be 30% better and
30% less expensive to gain traction. Also
pioneered an effective after sale service
program

After WWII, allied forces ordered
Matsushita to cease all production.
Matsushita convinced Generals to
allow production of peacetime
products to help Japan recover from
war. He believed that his country
could lead the world in electronics.
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Culture is fundamental – unlocking the “power of desire” to solve
problems around you…
Culture is indeed a very fundamental property of a society: It could be energizing .. as it
could be suffocating….. each one contribute to it

Engagement
with problems

In the beginning
is Desire

© Partha S Ghosh
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Agenda Session 2
Demystifying Innovation: Unlocking the Power within
you
1. In the beginning is desire
2. Alchemy of Innovation (often triggered by simple questions)
3. The power within you? – Uncovering it?
4. Finding your meaning in society through power of selfexpression
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What is Innovation Culture ?

Innovation Culture?

“Innovation culture of a community is an invisible strand as
mysterious as it is powerful, it pulls and bonds, shapes behaviors that
in turn drive inquisitiveness to problem solving & value creation
capacity of an individual, an organization, and a society ”

© Partha S Ghosh
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Dynamics of Innovation is indeed complex… lead has to come from indiviuals
In different environments multiple factors in interaction with each other drive innovation
Banks & Businesses
Access to
mentoring

Access to funds

Strategy
discussions
Visioning

Higher level
purpose

Guidance to
solutions
Access to
Caring

Continuous
learning

Access to
Educational
infrastructure

At the Center is a
powerful question?

Balanced
relationships

Ethical
values
Tenacity to
Experiment

Logic behind
changes
Access to
Knowledge

Community
level factors

Missionary Zeal
Intense
curiosity

Observation
Power

Sensing
issues

Problem solving
attitude

Individual/cultural factors
© Partha S Ghosh
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Ship hull Paint- ways to make a difference?
© Partha S Ghosh
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Innovation Process Framework

• Partha Ghosh XYZ & Sigma
Creating Economic Value though
strategic synchronization of X, Y and
Z at all levels of decision making and
across organizational units

Advancing S & T effectiveness
through cross currents of inquiries &
cross fertilization of ideas in enabling
multiplier effect on germination of
knowledge

X
∑
Y

Z
Allowing for zig zag routes to
specific R & D initiatives within
boundaries to capture direct and
adjacent opportunities – both
planned & serendipitous

Structuring choices to enable
dynamic natural fusion and
fission of projects for
technological & commercial
possibilities

© Partha S Ghosh
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Uncovering New Pathways
Innovation Culture = Σ of X+Y+Z

Structuring Choices
Fusion or fission for enabling
order when possibilities surface

Strategic
Integration

Integrating

multiple
disciplines

∫

x

y

Enabling cross currents of inquiry &
fertilization for increasing multiplier
effect

z
Not disallowing Zifor
ensuring resiliency of
search

19
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X: Cross Fertilization
Internal
Platforms

External
Platforms

Fundamental
Scientific
Focus

Larger
Ecosystem

Market/Custom
er Needs
(e.g. Lead User)
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Complexity of growth: Successful
Wide angle
vision is essential
diversification
typically build on the core
Forward
integration

Global
Expansion

Tissues

Loca
l

Sell capability
outside

Life in other
planets

Stem Cells

Body Organs

Herbs &
Medicinal plants
Bio
systems

Medical
devices

Indirect

Backward
integration

Bio fuel apps

Bio
Polymers

21

New substitutes

New models

Next
generation

Micro segmentation of
current segments

Unpenetrated
segments

New-to-world
needs

New
segments

Support
services

New to
world
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Y: Knowledge Management/Structuring decisions
Knowledge Management

Internal
External

Existing
Technology

Partnership
Collaboration

Internal
External

New
Technology

Partnership
Collaboration

Knowledge Management

Knowledge Management

Existing
Platforms

New Platforms

Knowledge Management
© Partha S Ghosh
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Playing Billiard: as the balls collide, they spread out
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Z: Zig- Zag Path Adaptability
Wasted Resources
ry
nda
u
o
B
ical
t
i
r
C

Valued Innovation

Start

Finish

P

Continue or Cancel?

P

Critic
al Bo
unda
ry

Wasted Resources
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Ensuring Innovation Is Self-Perpetuating
Dynamics of different types thought &
Cultural attributes

X

∑
Y

Z
© Partha S Ghosh
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The Keys to Success

X
Y
Z
Σ
Embracing
disruptive
innovator skills

© Partha S Ghosh
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Events Help Improve Associational Thinking

Idea sharing platform
Drives connections to ideas
Provides networking
opportunities
= CREATIVITY
&
INNOVATION
Source: Johnson & Johnson
© Partha S Ghosh
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Agenda Session 2
Demystifying Innovation: Unlocking the Power within
you
1. In the beginning is desire
2. Alchemy of Innovation (often triggered by simple questions)
3. The power within you? – Uncovering it?
4. Finding your meaning in society through power of selfexpression
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(Innovation= Leadership) Dynamo
Personalities, principles, problems
or possibilities
Personal preferences

Vision
Relating

Source of
Inspiration

Goodwill
Development

Extending
Designing

l
l

Leadership
Dynamo

l
l

Experime
nting

l

Visionary yet Bottom line driven
Trust based, yet Questioning
Steadiness Yet Adaptive
Selfless but self driven
Firm but humble

Developing
Listening
Bouncing
Ideas

Know
thy self

Knowledge

Networking
Drawing parallels
Reflection Internal Search
© Partha S Ghosh
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Leadership development must involve orchestrating the sources of power in
each of the layers of personality
Leadership Development: The Basic
framework

Strengthening the “Inner self”

l

Being enduring, dealing with adversity
Work with Honor, Integrity, Morality

l

Ability to Reason beyond logic

l

Power of Intuition

Developing the Power of Intellect
The Inner
Core

Power of Intellect

Thought
Leadership
Organizational
Increasing Leadership
Visibility &
Vulnerability

l

Thought leadership, spirit of Enquiry
Strategic logic to Vision

l

Structuring Choices

l

Learning & Unlearning capability

l

Building Organizational capability

Power of
Interconnectivity

l

Communication (two ways)
Alignment of people towards a purpose

l

Real time caring and mentoring

l

30
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Strictly Confidential

Power to Influence – Konosuke Matsushita
•

Lessons:

•

Perseverance

Family
circumstances taught
him to be resourceful
“Do what common
sense dictates”

•

•
Power of
Intellect

Vision
Finding opportunities in
the face of adversity
Take on challenges

•

•

Caring for people
•
•

Treated employees
as members of
family
“Dreams should be
shared”
Transparent
management, to
foster growth

Understood Japan’s
role as a future global
leader in electronics
Understood
consumers’ needs and
foresaw the application
of electronics in daily
life
“A Leader should
have a vision”

Power to
Influence
Power of
Interconnecti
vity

© Partha S Ghosh 2020

Power
of
Intuition
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Strictly Confidential

Agenda Session 2
Demystifying Innovation: Unlocking the Power within
you
1. In the beginning is desire
2. Alchemy of Innovation (often triggered by simple questions)
3. The power within you? – Uncovering it?
4. Finding your meaning in society through power of selfexpression
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Cultivating the conditions for Innovation
… Is achieved through harmonization of targeted programs
In three Fundamental Domains

Innovation dynamics.

A society's ability to
innovate begins
with you
Your
knowledge
ecosystem

Observe
possibilities
Solve problems &
Create solutions
Operationalize
Value propositions

Domain of
your interest
Your “spirit of inquiry”,
problem solving & risk
taking mind set, in turn
seed start-ups

© Partha S Ghosh

Access to support mechanisms
that promote, encourage, fund
and embrace “out of the box”
thinking

Your friends/
Mentors
& Guides

Access to processes
that stimulate
innovation & actively
seek out, mentor,
support development of
new ideas
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Finding your meaning in Society as Problem solver: The

essential requirements
l
l
l
l

l
l
l

l
l
l

Open Mind
Track relevant trends through disciplined processes
Embrace risks not avoid them (through regular reviews)
Networking with knowledgeable people (management of kaizen, break
assumptions)
Be sensitive to cultural differences
Emphasize analytical rigor & strategic logic in review processes
Encourage & look for out of the box opportunities through disciplined
processes
Harness people’s distinctive competence
Build flexibility and objectivity into the relationship
Provide enough space for your thinking?
© Partha S Ghosh
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Homework 2
Innovation/Invention in India: Choose the one most important innovation/invention in India (e.g. Amul,
Boson, Raman Rays, P C Ray products and others), that you are familiar with, and then analyze the
anatomy of the innovation in a fashion you could draw important lessons for yourself?

Anatomy of Innovation in
India
Innovation in India
Identify a few innovation and or inventions you connect with?
Examine what conditions within, and/or outside inspired the inventor's/innovator’s work?
What kind of efforts did he/she make to solve the problem(s)?
Lessons that you will like to practice rest of your life and why?
Please discuss (at least one paragraph for each of the points);: (i) How was the inventor
inspired? (ii) How did the invention play out ? (iii) How did the other events occur leading the
influence of an innovation on society?
© Partha S Ghosh
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